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An Introduction to  
An Fóram Uisce
Our mission
We will ensure that all stakeholders  
are regularly reminded of our vision  
and their role in achieving and 
supporting same.

We will provide a unifying platform for 
multiple and sometimes competing 
interests to work together in a 
collaborative manner, and drawing on 
each other’s expertise and experience, 
address the many challenges to the 
vision.
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We will endeavour to inspire, inform, 
educate and challenge all stakeholders 
in matters relevant to the vision. Based 
on our understanding of this vision and 
having regard to our interactions with 
stakeholders, make recommendations 
regarding the on-going development 
of national policies and strategies in 
relation to all water issues.
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The Water Forum

A little about us
We are the only independent 
statutory stakeholder body
advising on water issues

Our purpose is to 
provide a vehicle 
for strengthening 
stakeholder input 
into decision making 
regarding water as  
a national  
asset

An Fóram is an 
independent entity  
and has the discretion 
to determine its own 
work programme

We endeavour to 

inspire, inform, 
educate and 
challenge all 
stakeholders

We are responsible for advising on policy 
regarding drinking water, lakes, rivers, 
groundwaters and coastal waters

Our remit includes 

enhancing public
engagement 
on all matters 
concerning water 
and water quality

Our vision  
is for Ireland  
to have clean  
and healthy waters, 
capable of supporting 
biodiversity and 
providing the basis  
for a positive and 
healthy economic  
and cultural life 

We provide a unifying 
platform for multiple  

interests to work  
together in a 
collaborative 
manner

28
members

including representatives 

from a wide range of 
organisations with direct 
connections to issues 
relating to water quality 
and public water 
consumers 

We aim to  

increase public 
consciousness  
of the vulnerability of our 
water resource and on the 
interplay between individual 
behaviour, community, 
sectoral and societal norms 
and national policies

A little about us
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An Introduction to An Fóram Uisce (continued)
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Framework for Integrated Land 
and Landscape Management
An Fóram Uisce I The Water Forum 
propose the implementation of a 
Framework for Integrated Land and 
Landscape Management in order 
to protect and enhance our natural 
environment.

An Fóram Uisce recognises that 
protecting and managing our natural 
environment is increasingly demanding 
particularly in the context of the climate 
crisis, stressed water resources, declining 
biodiversity and the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Getting the balance between our food 
and economic needs, public health, 
achieving environmental sustainability 
and meeting the needs of future 
generations is a time-bound challenge. 
Addressing these issues adequately  
will require urgent action from all 
organisations and agencies working 
together to achieve targeted outcomes 
for environmental improvements. 
Recognising that we live in an inter-
connected world, all components of our 
natural environment – soil, air, water, 
ecosystems and landscapes are all 
interconnected (Figure 1) so our solutions 
must be cohesive, holistic and integrated.

In answer to these challenges, An Fóram 
is proposing the adaptation of a systems 
approach in the form of a Framework 
for Integrated Land and Landscape 

Management (FILLM) that builds on the 
Integrated Catchment Management 
approach by broadening it to include 
other components such as climate change 
adaptation and mitigation, ecosystem 
enhancement, soil conservation,  
spatial planning and sustainable food 
production. This overarching framework 
for environmental management 
provides a means for connecting the 
Water Framework Directive, with the 
Waste Water Directive, Habitats 
Directive, Biodiversity and Farm to  
Fork strategies among others.

Ultimately, it is the implementation of 
measures and actions that will be key to 
attaining the various environmental out-
comes for water, air and ecosystems. 
Use of the FILLM approach by policy 
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makers, public bodies and agencies with 
an environmental remit encourages 
the consideration of co-benefits, will 
help identify opportunities and trade-
offs to enable optimum environmental 
outcomes for the minimum of resources 
used. The framework document is 
available at FILLM.

Update from Member Organisations
Welcome to Issy Petrie who has joined 
the Community and Voluntary pillar at 
AFU. Issy is Policy Officer at St. Vincent 
de Paul and we look forward to her 
contributions to An Fóram over the 
coming years.

We would like to wish Mr. Tom 
Harrington from the Maigue Rivers  
Trust all the very best for the future. 
Tom has been with An Fóram since 2018 
and has made a very valuable 
contribution to our work.

We welcome our newest member 
Siobhan Ward who will represent the 
Moy Rivers Trust. Congratulations to 
Connie Rochford who will Chair the 
Education and Awareness Working 
Group and we wish them well in  
their important work.

Figure 1: An illustration of the ‘whole of 
environment’ components.
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Catchment Management 
A sub-committee of An Fóram, 
the Catchment Management 
Standing Committee focuses on the 
implementation of the River Basin 
Management plan and recently 
prioritized the Significant Water 
Management Issues submission to 
the Department of Housing, Local 
Government and Heritage for the draft 
River Basin Management Plan 3rd Cycle.

Composing 3 parts; the submission 
contains in Part 1 an overview of 
the implementation of Integrated 
Catchment Management in the 2nd 
cycle and provides recommendations for 
improving each of the core components 
of ICM. Whilst retaining catchments as 
the appropriate landscape management 
unit the key recommendation is to use 
FILLM as the underpinning concept for 
water and ecosystem management.

Part 2 re-examines the Significant Water 
Management issues (SWMIs) described 
in the public consultation document 
through the FILLM lens. This provides 
an alternative understanding under 
the sector-pressure-stressor approach. 
For example, if the stressor for water 
quality is P the pressure may be farming 

or urban wastewater and the sector 
is then agriculture or UWWT. The key 
to this approach is that measures and 
actions result in better environmental 
outcomes (with possible co-benefits for 
biodiversity, soils and climate).

Part 3 responds to the SWMI questions 
posed by the Department. An Fóram 
also identifies further components 
not included in SWMI that An Fóram 
considers of vital importance to the 
3rd RBMP to improve integrated water 
management in Ireland. 

The SWMI submission is available at: 
AFU SWMI Submission August 2020

Research & 
Education
Research
An Fóram would like to welcome 
our new team member, Angelos 
Alamanos. Angelos is a Civil 
engineer with expertise in water 
services, who comes with excellent 
experience gained in Canada and 
Greece. Angelos will be based at 
Dundalk Institute of Technology. 
We would like to wish him every 
success in his work.

Education
An Fóram will be launching 3  
short videos on the ‘Magic of 
Water’ in collaboration with  
Science Foundation Ireland for 
Science Week 2020, 8th to 15th 
November. Information will  
be posted on our website and  
the videos will be available on  
youtube, so make sure to check 
them out and share them.  
www.thewaterforum.ie

Water Services 
A sub-committee of An Fóram, the 
Water Services Standing Committee 
have hosted a number of workshops 
on water conservation and An Fóram is 
collaborating with Dundalk Institute of 
Technology and the National Federation 
of Group Water Schemes to research 
the key drivers for water demand 
to decipher the differing impacts 
of pressures such as weather, cost, 
economic activity on water demand 
using the NFGWS data from the past  
10 years. 

Meetings are ongoing with Irish Water 
to support communications around 
water conservation and promoting 
water protection measures. To support 
this, the Research Lead has prepared a 
background paper on: Water Conservation 
in Ireland. The work has identified actions 
that An Fóram can lead on to develop 
and support policy initiatives for water 
conservation, such as, labelling on white 
goods and developing best practice  
for water conservation in building 
regulation and awareness campaigns. 

The Water Services Standing Committee 
engage with Irish Water on their 
work programme and are particularly 
concerned about the persistent high 
levels of unaccounted for water and 
leakage in the network. We are hoping to 
carry out some research on international 
best practice on leakage management to 
see if there is any way that Irish Water 
can be more ambitious in their targets. 
This is particularly important where 
water supplies are vulnerable such as  
in the Greater Dublin Area. 
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